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This document (Volume I of III) describes the C-Change Community of Practice meeting held at the
Université Sainte-Anne, Petit de Grat on May 24, 2013. The Little Anse Case Study is used to illustrate: (i)
the community’s problem of adapting to the changing coastal environment; (ii) the profile of Little Anse
and the community’s priorities; (iii) the alternative adaptation strategies in planning for more frequent and
severe storms; and (iv) the evaluation of the strategies in support of community decision-making.
The procedures developed and illustrated here act as a guide for the structured, participatory process of
adaptation decision making for the community. This guide is used to steer the inputs and analysis of the
community feedback received from the participants at the May 24, 2013 meeting. The results of that
meeting are provided in a separate document (Volume II, C-Change COP 2014a) for the interest of the
participants, and for the preparation of feedback for the politicians and media (Volume III, C-Change COP
2014b).
This Case Study guide describes the key elements for adaptive problem solving that includes the following
elements:
I.

Community Profile – statement of the environmental, economic, social, and cultural position
of the community of Little Anse, Isle Madame, in the Municipality of the County of Richmond,
Cape Breton as well as acknowledgement of the community’s threats and vulnerabilities.

II. Problem Formulation – statement of Little Anse’s strategic planning for the preparation of
emergency conditions brought on by the expected impacts on the assets of Little Anse from
severe coastal storms causing flooding, storm surge, power outage, and wind damage.
III. Community Priorities – statement of the relative importance to Little Anse stakeholders on the
community’s environmental, economic, social, and cultural pillars, and the community’s
relative valuation of the significance of local threats and vulnerabilities.
IV. Alternative Adaptation Strategies – declaration of alternative strategies for adapting to the
emergency planning problem brought on by severe storms in Little Anse.
V. Strategy Evaluation and Ranking of Alternatives – evaluation and ranking of alternative
adaptation strategies based on the Community feedback.
This Case Study guide is presented for the case of Little Anse, Isle Madame. It is prepared as a guide for
community decision making involving Little Anse community members. As such, it has been used to
structure the May 24, 2013 meeting with Little Anse community stakeholders to illustrate how the
procedure is applied toward developing the analyses of elements I-V noted above. The participation of
community members reflects the application of the C-Change decision support method for addressing the
management of adaptation to coastal community environmental change. The C-Change project
acknowledges the support and valuable participation of the participants, and the assistance of C-Change
Partners at the Université Sainte-Anne, and the key role of the Municipality of the County of Richmond.
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Little An
nse Community Profilee

Thee Little Ansee Communitty Profile is a statement of
o the enviroonmental, ecconomic, soccial, and culttural
pilllars of the co
ommunity. The
T Commun
nity Profile also
a reports on the threatts and vulneerabilities to which the
coaastal commu
unity is subjeected to inclu
uding the im
mpacts of coaastal floodingg, storm surgge, power ouutage,
winnd damage, and
a accidentts stemming from naturaally occurrinng extreme evvents such aas hurricane fforce
storrms.
C-C
Change com
mmunity proffiles have alsso been deveeloped for thhe C-Changee communitiees of: Georggetown,
Guuyana (Leung
g 2010); Chaarlottetown, P.E.I. (Harttt 2011); Iqalluit, Nunavuut (Hatcher 22011); Isle M
Madame,
Cappe Breton (P
Pakdel 2011)) and Boudreeau and Thérriault (2011)). Mostofi (22011) presennted a framew
work and
illuustrative mod
del of decisio
on support for
f strategic planning
p
of the failure oof the Little A
Anse breakw
water
subbject to severre storms on
n which this guide
g
is baseed. This doccument expannds that earllier work by
antticipating thee direct feedb
back of Littlle Anse com
mmunity partiicipants thatt were capturred during thhe May
24, 2013 meeting at the Un
niversité Sain
nte-Anne in Petit de Graat.
I.1 Brief History of Little Anse
A
L
Anse (aka
(
Petit An
nse) is locateed at the souutheastern ennd of Petit dee Grat Islandd on Isle
Thee village of Little
Maadame in the Regional Municipality
M
of the Countty of Richmoond, Cape B
Breton, Novaa Scotia (Figgure 1).
Thee map of Pettit Anse in Figure
F
2 belo
ow details thee coastal loccation of the community and the breaakwater.
Litttle Anse is one
o of the old
dest communities on Islee Madame w
with origins ddating back to the 18th ccentury.
Thee first permaanent settler to this area was
w a fisherm
man who arrrived in 1714. His desceendents are thhe
preesent day Sam
msons who live
l to this day
d in the surrrounding coommunities of Isle Madaame and throoughout
Ricchmond Cou
unty. The maajor settlemeent of the com
mmunity’s r egion, now kknown as Liittle Anse annd
Sam
mson’s Covee, occurred when
w
it was populated
p
with
w Acadienn fishermen sseeking refugge from “Laa Grande
Derrangement” of 1755 wheen the Acadiien people were
w expulse d by the British governoor of Nova S
Scotia
from
m the previo
ously settled areas aroun
nd Grand Pree, Nova Scottia and the M
Mina Basin oof the Bay off Fundy.

Litttle Anse

Figure 1. The Region
nal Municipality of the County
C
of Riichmond, Caape Breton IIsland, Isle M
Madame,
G Island, and
a Litte An
nse. (Source:: Google Maaps. https://m
maps.google..ca )
Petit de Grat
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Acccording to th
he Burke/Lo
onghurst Anccestry websitte, previous to 1850, Pettit Anse wass inhabited bby French
Acaadiens whosse occupation
n was fishing in the rich, cold waterss of the nortthwest Atlanntic Ocean offf the
sheeltered cove.
“After the
t fishing seeason was ov
ver, there waas nothing e lse to do butt shoot wild birds in winnter.
The surrroundings of Little Ansee are very ro
ocky and barrren with no wood. The w
winters being
very sev
vere, they su
uffered a lot for want of fuel.”
f
(Burkke/Longhurstt Ancestry w
website 2013)

Figure 2. Little Ansee detail. (Sou
urce: Googlee Maps. httpss://maps.gooogle.ca )
Environm
mental Pillarr. The backsiide of Petit de
d Grat Islannd, where Liittle Anse is situated (Figgure 1), is
a reegion of the coast often referred
r
to as
a “Little New
wfoundland”” for its barrren, rocky teerrain where the road
twiists, dipping close to the shore, as at the gully neear Sampsonn’s Cove on tthe road leadding into Litttle Anse.
Thee road ends at
a southern end
e of Little Anse lookin
ng seaward ttoward the G
Green Islandd lighthouse. The
“peetit anse” or “little cove”” offers a sheelter to fishermen who pplowed the seeas off Greenn Island andd the
lighhthouse there which serv
ved as a beaccon for Littlee Anse fisheermen (Figurre 3 below).
Weeather in the region aroun
nd Little An
nse is punctu
uated by 4 disstinct seasonns. The summ
mer months and long
dayys of sunligh
ht in the mon
nths of June, July and Au
ugust are thee height of toourist seasonn in the area.. June can
be m
mild but wet and foggy with temperratures betweeen 15C to 225C. July cann be hot andd humid (up tto 35C)
andd intermitten
ntly cool and
d damp (dow
wn to 15C). August
A
is gennerally the m
most pleasannt summer m
month with
warrm breezes and
a temperattures betweeen 20C to 30
0C. The fall m
months of September annd early Octoober
exhhibit clear an
nd crisp dayss with brightt blue skies, cool breezess and fall folliage with coooler temperratures of
bettween 5C and 15C. Hurricanes from the south ty
ypically occuur during thee Fall. The reegion switchhes from
Atllantic Standaard Time (AST) at the beeginning of November
N
too Atlantic D
Daylight Saviings Time (A
ADT)
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(clocks go back 1 hour). The winter season sets in during November and December and can continue
through February and March. Winters are variable with significant snow, sleet, and wind typically in the
mid-December to mid-January storm season period when high tides, high winds, and ice conditions may
give rise to significant storm surge and damage. Temperatures can range between minus 20C and plus 5C.
With the longer days, and the switch back to standard time in early March (clocks go forward 1 hour),
temperatures start warming up in March with snow melt and the reappearance of the first spring flowers
appear in April. Temperatures in April can range from below freezing to 15C. The month of May can be
variable. An early spring may bring warm breezes and temperature approaching 20C; a late spring may still
show snow and sleet in May.

Figure 3. Green Island lighthouse in the
background with the community of Little
Anse in the foreground (circa 1950).
Source:
http://www.greenislandlighthouse.com

The geography of the community has been described as
“…rugged in character and unchanged by time…an artist’s paradise. The tapestry of
weather beaten shacks, stacked lobster traps and fishing nets, with boats anchored in
small inlets, quickly takes one back to those earlier times. In the foreground of the
scene, huge boulders lingering lazily, stand as monuments to the hardy souls who first
called it home. Their descendents, to this day, continue to seek the bounties of the sea;
forever struggling against nature and the elements to eek out their existence.”
(Municipality of the County of Richmond 2013c)
Economic Pillar. Since its earliest days, inhabitants of Little Anse made their living through cod
fishing, making cordwood, and keeping cattle. Before the complete failure of the Little Anse breakwater in
recent years, and while the wharf was operable, Little Anse was popular and a busy landing area for local
fishing vessels.
Today, minimal economic activities take place in Little Anse. There is a lobster and crab bait bags
operation run out of a residential home, a mobile clothing operation which services the local communities,
and a welding and industrial welding shop in the community, along with several owner-operator fish shacks
now used occasionally by residents. For visitors, the Little Anse Lighthouse Interpretative Centre and
memorial look-off with a spectacular view of Green Island and its light (Figure 3), now no longer manned.
The Little Anse-Samson’s Cove Social Action Centre also acts a market place for local events, fundraisers
and community social activities. (See also “Social Pillar” discussion below.) Goods and services are
purchased by community members elsewhere on Petit de Grat Island and on Isle Madame proper (e.g.,
banking services, gas stations, bakery, grocery cooperative and hardware stores).
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Average income levels of the community are below the provincial and national averages. At the same time,
and inasmuch as the data reflect Isle Madame averages, the community unemployment rate (approximately
12%), is elevated with respect to Nova Scotia (10%) and the national average (8%) for men. Work
opportunities in the community are often seasonal, e.g., to coincide with seasonal lobster and crab
harvesting (Statistics Canada 2011).
Social Pillar. The focus of the Little Anse community social activities is the shared Little AnseSamson’s Cove Social Action Centre and Club. The community centre is located at the top of the hill on the
road leading down into Little Anse (Figure 2). The community centre plays hosts to local charity
fundraisers, and provides a platform for local artists and attractions for tourists. As a community centre and
social club, it regularly hosts community events, e.g., card plays, bingo, dances, pool tournaments, and
celebrates local cultural meetings and regular events (see also Cultural Pillar discussion below), e.g., the
summer time Festival Acadien, and the Richmond County Winter Festival.
As part of Government of Canada’s Economic Action Plan 2012, the federal government recently
announced investments for projects in Richmond County including nearly $26 thousand for upgrades to the
Little Anse/Sampson’s Cove Social Action Club including a new heating/cooling system, kitchen
renovations, a new well, interpretive signage and parking lot upgrades (ECBC 2012).
Sport has been an important social activity for Little Anse as it is for many of the local communities of
Richmond County. Despite the occasionally inclement weather (a limited four months of playing time per
year June-September), baseball has a long tradition in the community. The 2013 edition of the Little Anse
Hawks, who play in the Richmond Amateur Baseball Association (RABA), were Nova Scotia provincial
champions of the intermediate “A” league (Figure 4). While the Hawks no longer have a home field of their
own, there is considerable local rivalry – and pride – in competing with the Petit de Grat Red Caps (whose
home field they share), and the Louisdale Baracos, among others (RABA 2014).

Figure 4. The Little Anse Hawks. 2013 Provincial
Intermediate “A” Baseball Champions. (Source:
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153280793250484&set=o.16897649766&type=3&theater )
In 2014, the population of Little Anse is approximately 125 people. Based on the 2011 Census of
Population, Isle Madame’s overall population of 3,285 has declined by nearly 15% since the 2001 census –
a decline indicative of aging communities that would include Little Anse. In 2011, approximately 20% of
the Isle Madame population was under 20 years age, and 40% were 55 years or older. Applying these rates
to the Little Anse estimated population 125 residents, it is estimated that there are approximately 25 youth
residents (under age 20), 50 seniors (older than age 55), and the remainder of the 50 residents are in the
middle-aged group between 21 and 54 years of age (Statistics Canada 2011). As for the region, the
population of Little Anse has been declining since the start of the 21st century due to limited local economic
opportunities. Residents have their own water (from wells) and sewage (septic tanks) infrastructure.
Université Sainte-Anne Workshop
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Cultural Pillar. Most of the ancestors of Petit Anse, as for Isle Madame’s present Acadien population,
arrived after the expulsion of the Acadiens and the fall of the Fortress of Louisbourg after 1758. In 1776,
residents of Isle Madame were chased from their homes after American privateers (led by John Paul Jones)
burned the local and competing fish operation in Arichat Harbour. It is uncertain what was the impact of
this raid on the community of Petit Anse, but families later returned to Isle Madame. By 1811, the
population of Isle Madame was 90% Acadien, French-speaking, Catholics. This number also reflects the
majority religious affiliation of Little Anse residents in 2014.
By the late 1820’s, elementary schools were established on Isle Madame but all the teachers were English
speaking as Irish, English, and Scottish immigrants began to populate the area. The percentage of Acadiens
dropped from 90% in 1811 to 66% by 1938. There are no schools located in Little Anse or nearly Petit de
Grat (where the elementary school recently close). Today, the limited population of school children in Little
Anse are bussed to the Acadien French language school in Arichat, and the English language school in
Louisdale just off Isle Madame across Lennox Passage.
In keeping with the historical Acadien heritage, people in Little Anse take pride in clean and well-kept
properties. The Festival Acadien is held annually (early August) throughput the region with events at the
Community Centre and throughout the region. The Codstock Festival (early July) is a local celebration of
the maritime (fishing and shipbuilding) heritage of the region.
The Nova Scotia Community Counts website reports that, according to the 2011 census of Canadian
households, in Isle Madame, 44% of the population report that French is their mother tongue and 53%
English. These statistics are assumed to apply to the community of Little Anse. Consistent with the reported
Isle Madame statistics, and the bilingual (French-English) nature of Little Anse, over 60% of the population
of Little Anse are expected to have knowledge of both French and English. People in Little Anse tend to
live more in family units, and own their homes at a rate that exceeds that of the provincial (Nova Scotia)
and national rates (Statistics Canada 2011).
I.2 Threats and Vulnerabilities
The coastal environment of Little Anse gives rise to natural threats and vulnerabilities arising from seasonal
inclement weather. Without the complete historical record, it is not possible to track the impact of severe
storms on the community. However, it is generally recognized that more frequent, severe storms, e.g., late
summer and fall hurricanes (August to November), and winter snow, ice, and wind storms (December
through January) have had considerable impact on Little Anse residents and their properties.
Up until the turn of the 21st century, the wharf at Little Anse was home to many fishermen who docked
their boats in the cove and landed fish at the wharf and at the numerous ‘fish shacks’ of the local area for
consumption at the Robins (Arichat Harbour) or the Janvrin’s Island (west end of Isle Madame) historical
fish plants. When the Petit de Grat Harbour marina was constructed between 2003 and 2005 (cutting off the
former passage around Petit de Grat Island, Fisheries and Oceans Canada 2004), and the Little Anse
breakwater began to fail, the wharf in Little Anse was used less and less until the winter storms of 2010 and
2011 effectively and completely destroyed the wharf at Little Anse prevented further use. The community
had sought federal government support for the rehabilitation of the breakwater (Figure 5), but the Little
Anse breakwater was not accepted to be part of the program funding (The Reporter 2010a,b).
In 2010, the coastal engineering firm, Baird and Associates (Ottawa), was hired to do an estimate of the
costs of repair to the breakwater. They presented a series of options to the community. (See also Sections
IV – Alternative Strategies and V – Evaluation of Strategies below.)
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Figure 5. Cape Breton-Canso Liberal MP Rodger Cuzner
(representing the County of Richmond) visited Little Anse on
Feb. 25, 2011 with then County of Richmond Warden John
Boudreau, to view the damage to the Little Anse wharf and
breakwater following a series of storms since January 2010.
They were supporting Liberal MLA Michel Samson's call for
the federal government to repair the damage, in light of its
announcement of $2 million dollars to repair a damaged
seawall in Advocate Harbour, N.S.

I.3 Community Emergency Services and Emergency Planning
Disaster risks and the associated costs of emergency services to communities are increasing. There has been
a significant increase in the last decade in the intensity of extreme rainfall and flooding events (events
>50mm in 24 hours). Canada’s coastal areas are experiencing greater weather extremes, consistent with
climate change model predictions. A decade ago, federal disaster assistance payments totaled about $100M
annually. In recent years, costs are $1billion annually. This has engendered interest across sectors and levels
of government in prevention, mitigation and risk reduction measures (New Brunswick 2012, p.3).
As a community within the regional Municipality of the County of Richmond, Little Anse emergency
services are managed by the Municipality. In turn, the Municipality operates under the auspices of the
provincial Emergency Measures Organization (EMO) of Nova Scotia. Finally, all provinces coordinate their
respective EMO activities through Public Safety, Canada, the federal body that oversees the Emergency
Preparedness and Emergency Planning operations at the national level.
Nova Scotia EMO. The Nova Scotia Emergency Management Office (NS EMO), a division of the
Nova Scotia Department of Justice, is established to ensure the safety and security of Nova Scotians, their
property and the environment by providing a prompt and coordinated response to emergencies. The NS
EMO works with the regional Municipality to provide assistance in planning for emergencies, coordinate
provincial resources when an emergency occurs, and assist with analysis and evaluation after an emergency.
The NS EMO operates under the four pillars of emergency management, as stated in the Federal Policy for
Emergency Policy Planning (Public Safety Canada 2009) namely, (1) mitigation, (2) preparedness, (3)
response and (4) recovery. It does so through the deliverables of Nova Scotia’s Emergency Management
Act: (i) the provincial 911 service; (ii) emergency management training programs; (iii) public education
programs; (iv) advising government departments on business continuity management; (v) training and
coordinating volunteer search and rescue teams; (vi) administering disaster financial assistance programs;
and (vii) administering the Joint Emergency Preparedness Program (Nova Scotia 2014ab).
National Disaster Mitigation Program. In 2008, the Government of Canada presented its National
Disaster Mitigation Program. The federal, provincial and territorial ministers responsible for emergency
management have endorsed the program design focusing in part on flood risk reduction. Under the
program, the provinces receive a base amount and a per capita allocation. Nova Scotia’s share is expected
to be approximately 5% of the proposed program. The province and municipalities match federal
contributions, such that each project would be 50% federally and 50% provincially/municipally funded
(Public Safety Canada 2008).
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Emergency Managem
ment Plan for the Municiipality of thee County of R
Richmond. Inn February 22013, the
Muunicipality prroduced a reevised Emerg
gency Management Plann (Municipallity of the Coounty of Ricchmond
20113b). The Em
mergency Plan for the Municipality
M
is presented as a requireement of the NS Emergency
Maanagement Act
A (Nova Sccotia 2014b). The Plan laays out the rooles and respponsibilitiess of the Emerrgency
Operations Cen
ntre and its membership
m
as well as th
he broad dynnamics for coonducting em
mergency opperations
in tthe event of disasters thaat may occurr within Rich
hmond Counnty.
Municipa
al Climate Change
C
Actio
on Plan (MC
CCAP). MCC
CAPs were ppreceded by tthe Integrateed
Com
mmunity Su
ustainability Plans (ICSP
Ps) that muniicipalities accross Canadaa were requirred to prepaare in
20009-2010 in order
o
to respo
ond to the feederal govern
nment’s requuest for com
mmunity inpuut for receiviing the
Fedderal Gas Ta
ax Agreemen
nt fund). (Seee also the IC
CSPs for Chaarlottetown – Stantec 20010, and Richmond
Couunty – Muniicipality of th
he County of
o Richmond
d 2010). For the 2014 Feederal Gas T
Tax Agreemeent, Nova
Scootia required
d their municcipalities to prepare
p
the MCCAP,
M
in part, to recoognize the prreparedness,
mittigation and response of natural disasters, especiially with resspect to the nnatural envirronment andd the
evidence of thee increasing severity and
d frequency of
o coastal stoorms. Nova Scotia embrraced the conncept as a
means of respo
onding to thee needs of em
mergency plaanning in its coastal areaas (FCM 20112). The MC
CCAP
ackknowledges the
t links bettween the NS
S EMO and the Municippality in emeergency response and inccorporates
muunicipal levell actions into
o its planning program.
Thee above secttion defines the
t context and
a profile of
o the coastall communityy of Little Anse. The nexxt section
usees the profilee information
n to formulate the adaptaation problem
m facing Litttle Anse.

II.

Problem
m Formulatio
on

This section estimatees the commu
unity assets, the assets aat risk from sstorms, and tthe potentiall damage
m the coastaal storms. Th
he frameworrk for the com
mmunity’s sstrategic persspective to thhe coastal cllimate
from
adaaptation prob
blem is deveeloped from the
t Little An
nse Communnity Profile tthat follows the sustainaability
fram
mework of the
t MCCAP and its pred
decessor the ICSP.
I
The aadaptation hiierarchical problem of Figure 6
below identifiees the “sustaiinability pillars” of the Richmond
R
Coounty ICSP//MCCAP to apply to Litttle Anse.

Figgure 6. Strucctured Comm
munity Probllem Hierarch
hy inspired bby the MCC
CAP and ICS
SP Sustainability
Pilllars.
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II.1 Little Anse Assets
Based on the elements of Figure 5, the Little Anse Status Quo sustainability position is presented in Table
1. Table 1 captures the valuation of community assets according to the sustainability pillars of the
MCCAP/ICSP framework. These measures reflect the Status Quo position of the community prior to the
occurrence of a severe storm event. Little Anse is an aging community with more senior residents than
juveniles. There are no schools or shopping in the community. The asset base of the community, estimated
at approximately $14 million (2013), includes residential buildings and land, and associated infrastructure
(roads, wells, and septic systems), as well as valued greenspace.
Table 1. Estimated Status Quo Sustainability Assets for Little Anse
Community
Profile Pillar
Environmental

Economic

Social

Cultural

Indicator

Number/Length/Area

Greenspace
Water Bodies
(Barachois)
Residential Land
Houses
Out-Buildings
Roads
Wharf
Wells
Breakwater
Income
People > 55 years
Youth < 20 years
Community Centre
Church grounds
Total Assets

200,000 sq m
19221 sq m
0.155411 sq km
100
8
2093 meters
30 meters
45
1
100 households
50
25
1
1

Estimated
Asset Value ($)
$54, 800
$19,221
$1,864,932
$3,175,000
$64,000
$2,272,998
$25,000
$427,500
$1,350,000
$3,497,000
$242,700
$800,000
$13,738,351

II.2 Little Anse Vulnerability and Expected Storm Impacts
The Little Anse harbour and the community itself are regularly flooded as the result of storms from the
seaward side and the failure of the breakwater. Floods result in closure of the seaside road cutting off the
inhabitants to the south, inundating properties, basements, and local infrastructure (wells, septic tanks), and
damaging houses and out-buildings. The deficiencies of the failed breakwater are the results of displaced
armour stone, deteriorated concrete and stone quality, and lack of maintenance. The geographical
information (mapping) system, ArcGIS was used to examine Maximum Observed Water Level (MOWL)
associated with storms for the community. MOWLs were estimated to range between 1m and 2m for the
community, based on historical storm data. The 1m water levels are illustrated by the buffer line in Figure 6
below (Mostofi Camare 2011).
The buffer line of Figure 7 situates the limit of the flooding scenario based on the community elevation data
provided. The 1m flood line implies that properties, roads, and the wharf, on the seaward side, are flooded.
Assets are therefore “at risk” from the storm surge and likely are damaged as a consequence of being on the
seaward side of the buffer line.
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Figure 7. Little Anse
Breakwater (black arm) with
1m flood buffer line. (Source:
GeoNova, 2011, Mostofi
Camare 2011)

Assets-at-risk from storms are estimated for increasingly severe historical storm scenarios defined by
increasing Maximum Observed Water Level (MOWL). Table 2 summarizes expected impacts on Little
Anse assets for Storm Scenarios I, III and VI that result in increasing MOWLs of 1m, 1.5m, and 2m
respectively. Estimated damages from storms are a function of assets-at-risk exposure. Estimated damages
are determined for Little Anse assets based on historical storm impacts.
Table 2. Little Anse Assets-At-Risk from Storm Scenarios I, III, and VI.
(Source: Mostofi Camare 2011)
Assets-At-Risk
Storm Scenario I Storm Scenario III Storm Scenario VI
1m MOWL
1.5m MOWL
2m MOWL
Houses
21
29
40
Roads
558m
740m
1014m
Wells
10
14
20
Residential Land
22243 sq m
33035 sq m
49222 sq m
Trees/Greenspace
2000 sq m
2850 sq m
4125 sq m
Income at risk
$13,660
$27,320
$47,810
Seniors at risk of
14
18
27
flooding (over 60)
Children at risk of
7
9
14
flooding (under 14)

Table 3 below provides the Little Anse community baseline by community sustainability pillar of: (i) assets
at risk from a severe storm; and (ii) the expected damage from a specific storm surge and flooding event,
e.g., Storm Scenarios I, III and VI. The baseline indicates the community vulnerability in terms of the
sustainability pillars for environmental, economic, social, and cultural pillars of the community
It is noted from Table 3 that the Economic pillar has the highest Assets-At-Risk, and Damage estimated
values in comparison to the other Community Profile pillar values.
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Table 3. Little Anse Community Profile Pillar Assets-At-Risk and Damage Estimates. (Source:
Mostofi Camare 2011)
Community
Storm Scenario I
Storm Scenario III
Storm Scenario VI
Profile
At Risk
Damages
At Risk
Damages
At Risk
Damages
Pillar
Economic
$1,456,738 $249,412 $1,946,390 $472,750 $2,650,204 $931,521
Environment $286,685
$17,031
$416,422
$26,902
$611,015
$41,884
Social
$13,660
$13,660
$27,320
$27,320
$47,810
$47,810
Cultural
$800,000
$80,000
$800,000 $160,000 $800,000
$280,000
Totals $2,557,083 $360,103 $3,190,132 $686,972 $4,109,029 $1,301,215
The problem hierarchy for Little Anse case study is presented in Figure 8 below. (Figure 8 presents the
Little Anse hierarchy from the Expert Choice (2010) software used for the analysis of the Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Saaty 1980). The hierarchy corresponds to the assets of the coastal community
and in so doing, provides the local context for this analysis.

Figure 8. AHP hierarchy of the Little Anse community
The hierarchy model incorporates the MCCAP/ICSP elements and provides the basis for determining the
importance of each pillar within the community (discussed in the next section). The hierarchy, together with
the estimated damage impacts (above), complete the formulation of the problem.
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III. Community Priorities
Given the anticipated storm impacts on the sustainability profile of Little Anse, the community’s
priorities with respect need to be determined. This information is captured by comparing the relative
importance of community stakeholders with respect to the pillars of the community profile, namely, the
environmental versus economic versus social versus cultural pillars.
As a community, Little Anse is made up of multiple stakeholders with differing perspectives, e.g., seniors,
youth, professionals, homemakers. Little Anse stakeholders are represented their seniors, by faith-based
workers, by local media, by local government workers, the local fisheries harvesting and processing sector,
and Community professionals in public health, and hospice. Each of these stakeholders’ positions, as
participants of the community, is required to be evaluated and included in community-based research.
Evaluation of Priorities. The varied participants of Little Anse determine the evaluation of what is
important to the community from their own perspectives. These decision makers and community
participants are categorized into four broad groups as follows:
1) Community Members: representatives of significant community groups, including community
social clubs such as the Little Anse Samson’s Cove Social Action Centre, the Knights of Columbus,
the Ladies Auxiliary, church groups, seniors groups, and the Royal Canadian Legion.
2) Local Government: representatives of Little Anse in government, namely, the Councillor for
Richmond County District 2, the Provincial Member of the Legislative Assembly (MLA), and the
member of Parliament for Cape Breton-Canso all representing Little Anse in their respective
constituencies.
3) Business/Industry Sector: delegates of local economic activities including the local service groups,
and businesses servicing Little Anse and the region, e.g., the fish and crab plant, social services, etc.
4) Professional Services: These are representatives from professionals providing service to the people
of the community including but not limited to lawyers, nurses, doctors and hospice workers,
carpenters, welders, plumbers, contractors, engineers, etc.
Pairwise Comparison. The evaluation of priorities takes place by querying community decision
makers on their feedback about relative importance of the sustainability profiles by asking questions about
the pairwise comparison of the different pillars. For example, if the Local Government group considers the
Social pillar to be more important than either of the Environmental, Economic, or Cultural pillars, then the
paired comparison values may be: (1.5, 2, 3) where it is established that Social assets are 1.5 times, or 50%
more important than Environmental assets, etc.
Each of the participant groups has their own priorities with respect to the community well-being. For
example, Local Government, is expected to order of importance of the Community Profile pillars as: (1)
Social, (2) Economic, (3) Environment and (4) Cultural. Among all other decision makers, local
government is expected to give its largest relative weight to the Community Social pillar, as illustrated in
Figure 2b below. Similarly, for the Business/Industry sector, the expected order of importance is: (1)
Economic, (2) Social, (3) Environment and (4) Cultural. The business sector is expected to apply its
maximum weight to the Economic pillar of the community as illustrated in Figure 9a below. Community
Members are assumed to have a more balanced perspective toward the four Community Profile pillars with
each pillar receiving an equal share of the pie. Accordingly, the pillars are assigned approximately equal
weighted values. Finally, for professionals, the order of importance is expected as: (1) Environment, (2)
Economic, (3) Social and (4) Cultural. Among all other decision makers, the Professionals group is
assumed to provide highest weight to the Environment pillar.
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Alternative Adaptation Strategies and Environmental Scenarios

The existing breakwater structure was constructed between 1946 and 1948 with an initial 10 tons of
concrete blocks. At a later unknown date, concrete blocks were reinforced with a poured-in-place slab and
covered entirely with armour stones (Baird & Associates 2010). In spite of these reinforcements, in 2011
the existing structure was in a state of disrepair (see also Figure 4) and since that time, no longer provides
the desired protection to the community of Little Anse that now regularly experiences flooding from storms
(The Reporter 2010a,b).
The expanding literature on adaptation classifies strategies into 4 main categories. These are: (1) protective
strategies designed to prevent negative impacts from occurring and are typically man-made, engineered
works; (2) accommodation strategies recognize acknowledges the difficulty of completely overcoming
negative impacts and designs adaptive approaches that lessen the exposure and/or uses natural defences,
e.g., trees, mangroves, to reduce impacts; (3) the retreat strategy that takes steps to avoid and remove people
from the all potentially dangerous areas; and (4) the no adaptation, “laissez-faire”, or “do nothing” option.
The current state of the Little Anse breakwater, new breakwater strategies, and their cost estimations were
prepared by coastal engineers (Baird & Associates 2010) who developed options for this site under contract
to Richmond County. A set of specific engineering options designed to “protect” the community from
storm impacts were considered for the Little Anse breakwater based on the analysis of the coastal
engineers. These options included: (1) rehabilitation of the existing breakwater; (2) closing of the existing
opening and creation of another; and (3) construction a new breakwater arm. Prior analysis suggested that
the third option - construction a new breakwater arm - provided the most preferable “protection” strategy.
Specific adaption strategies for Little Anse are presented below:
1) Protect - New breakwater arm: Build a new arm opposite to the existing breakwater and
rehabilitation of the existing breakwater (Figure 10). This option narrows the current opening in a way
that waves would go through a significant energy reduction before they reach the inner harbour area.
This option is expected to mitigate significantly the surge events originating from the south and east.
With the staggered structure in place, waves will be further contained before reaching the shoreline.
Therefore this strategy can provide the best protection to the community from flooding (fewer houses
flooded and reduced flooding costs, road more protected from over-topping). However, this option is
also the most expensive capital cost strategy among all breakwater engineering alternatives. Estimated
costs are over $5 million.

Figure 10. Protect Alternative - New
Breakwater Arm. (Source: Baird &
Associates 2010.)
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2) Accommodate – Build New Road: Build a new road further from the shoreline, e.g., through the
wooded area on the rise behind the brackish (barachois) lake in the cove. The new road is estimated to be
1400m in length. Road building includes: capital cost (material and labour), mobilization cost
(machinery), and engineering. Estimated total costs are approximately $2 to $3 million. Considering that
the current road is the only access route to Little Anse with the outside, building a new road is designed
to as an “escape route” to avoid being trapped by the closed road that arises from severe the storm surge
impacts.
3) Retreat - This strategy, moves a selection of houses away from the coastline to somewhere safer from
flooding. As noted above, many Little Anse houses are in the flood zones and are therefore candidates
for removal and retreat. The cost of the retreat strategy includes: compensation for the value of property,
plus mobilization cost (uncompensated cost of relocating a household to a new location). The fully
costed estimates for this strategy approach $2.5 to $4 million.
4) “Do Nothing” Status Quo - The suite of adaptation strategies includes the “Do Nothing” (Status
Quo) option. Ultimately, this is the current active strategy for the community that is being explicitly
applied since the complete failure of the breakwater and the shutting down of the wharf as an access for
Little Anse fishing vessels.
Table 6 below presents an illustrative application of the expected impacts of these adaptation strategies is
presented for modelled Storm Scenarios III (MOWL of 1.5m, see also Table 2 above).
Table 6. Damage Impacts of water level scenarios on community resources
(Number/Length/Area flooded) Under Alternative Strategies for Flood Scenario III (1.5m)
Pillar
Environment

Economic

Social

Cultural

Indicator
Greenspace
Water Bodies
(Barachois)
Residential Land

Protect
(New arm)
1,500 sq m
1,000 sq m

Accommodate
(New road)
2,850 sq m
1,000 sq m

Retreat
(Pre-Move)
2,850 sq m
1,000 sq m

Status Quo
(Do Nothing)
2,850 sq m
1,000 sq m

30,000 sq m

35,000 sq m

38,000 sq m

33,035 sq m

Houses
Out-Buildings
Roads
Wharf
Wells
Breakwater
Strategy Cost

20
6
500 m
30 m
10
1
$5.1m

30
6
740 m
30 m
14
1
$2.5m

15
3
740 m
30 m
10
1
$3.5m

29
6
740 m
30 m
14
1
Nil

Income
People > 60 years

$15,000
10

$22,000
9

$10,000
5

$27,320
18

Youth < 14 years

7

5

3

9

Community Centre
Church grounds

Not impacted
Not impacted

Not impacted
Not impacted

Not impacted
Not impacted

Not impacted
Not impacted

Finally, the expected damages attributed to the alternative adaptation strategies are “scored” relative to the
determined risk attitude values of community participants to storm impacts for each pillars and indicator set
(as shown in the first two columns of Table 6). To this point, the information provided has prepared
decision makers for the evaluation of the alternative options. These are noted in the final section of the
document below.
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Strategy Evaluation and Ranking of Alternatives

The ranking and evaluation of the defined adaptation strategies may now be carried out given the
information already provided:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Problem Formulation as described in the hierarchy of pillars and indicators (Figure 8);
Storm scenarios are defined and damage impacts estimated for the Status Quo (do nothing)
response;
Little Anse community members have assigned priorities to the sustainability pillars through
pairwise comparisons of relative importance;
Alternative adaptation options are clearly defined for Protect, Accommodate, and Retreat
strategies, expected damage impacts are estimated, and risk attitude scores are provided.

Given this information, the AHP process (Saaty 1980) applies a simple weighting scheme to rank the
alternative strategies with respect to the problem “goal” of reducing the negative effects of the flood events.
The following paragraphs describe the illustrated rankings of the adaptation strategies for different storm
scenarios developed for this report.
Storm Scenario I. For this least severe storm scenario, all four adaptation strategies and are closely
ranked (stakeholder rankings range from 0.245 to 0.254) with ranking range of only 0.009 (Table 7). For
this least severe storm scenario, all options appear only marginally better than the Status Quo (“Do
Nothing”) option. These results appear to vindicate the decision of “not-doing-anything-at-all”, i.e., in the
event that decision makers appear confident that elevated severe storms will not occur “on their watch”,
then it is rationalized that the least severe outcomes will not require augmented (and potentially costly)
preparation and new strategy development.
Storm Scenario III. In this more severe storm scenario, the “New breakwater arm” strategy becomes
slightly more preferred among most participants, with the exception of the Business stakeholders. It is noted
that the “Build New Road” option is preferred to the “Retreat” option for stakeholders, and the Status Quo
“Do Nothing” option is least preferred for all participants with the exception of the Business stakeholders
(Table 7).
Storm Scenario VI. From Table 7 it is evident that “New breakwater arm” strategy becomes
dominant among strategies for all participants. The “Build New Road” strategy is more preferred to the
“Retreat” option in all Storm Scenarios due principally to its low relative cost. Although compared to
“Build New Road”, the “Retreat” strategy makes more contribution on indicators overall (houses, buildings,
income, well and safety versus only road and safety in the case of “Build New Road” strategy) but the
higher cost of “Retreat” and the significance of the road (in terms of pair-wise comparison weights in the
hierarchy) makes the “Build New Road” alternative preferable to the “Retreat” strategy. By taking into
account the intangible costs of moving, e.g., reluctance of community members to abandon your house (not
estimated here), the “Retreat” strategy would be expected to become even more inferior to other adaptive
strategies. At this most severe storm scenario, the Status Quo “Do Nothing” option is significantly lower
ranked than all other adaptive strategies (Table 7). This indicates that the elevated storm severity
encourages a trend toward adaptive action of some kind in the event that coastal storms are becoming more
frequent and severe.
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Table 7. Results of input (combined) weights for adaptation strategies.
(Source: Mostofi Camare 2011)
Local
Combined
Storm
Government Business Community Professional
(Input)
Scenario I

VI.

Status Quo

0.247

0.267

0.252

0.254

0.246

New BW Arm
Retreat
Build New
Road

0.251
0.249

0.236
0.247

0.248
0.249

0.245
0.252

0.253
0.251

0.253

0.25

0.251

0.249

0.251

Storm
Scenario III
Status Quo

Local
Government
0.237

Business
0.26

New BW Arm
Retreat
Build New
Road

0.263
0.245

0.244
0.245

0.258
0.246

0.256
0.249

0.263
0.248

0.255

0.251

0.251

0.248

0.252

Storm
Scenario VI
Status Quo

Local
Government
0.208

Business
0.242

New BW Arm
Retreat
Build New
Road

0.307
0.24

0.273
0.236

0.299
0.238

0.293
0.239

0.304
0.241

0.245

0.249

0.242

0.238

0.244

Community Professional
0.244
0.247

Community Professional
0.222
0.229

Combined
(input)
0.237

Combined
(input)
0.211

Discussion

The evaluation of the adaptive strategies report is but the starting point in the decision support for
the community response. Further analysis can be undertaken to review the development of the ranking
results as an indication of the community’s preferred option. Review of the data may be undertaken to
justify or revise this ranking with the full engagement of decision makers and participant sin the process.
Finally, this case study guide report is presented as an illustration of the method of developing insight into
the problem situation and providing support for decision making. The guide has been used as the basis for
the C-Change Community of Practice Workshop in Petit de Grat with representatives of the Little Anse
community. The May 24, 2013 meeting applied the decision support method to the Little Anse adaptation
problem defined here toward developing evaluation results for participants. The full report of the Little
Anse community workshop is provided in Volume II of the Adaptation Support Community Case
Study: Little Anse, Isle Madame, Cape Breton.
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